
  

Inspiration/Themes:   

Fantasy – Dungeons and dragons!  
 

 

 

Curriculum Drivers:  

We will start the topic searching for a dragon egg. Where could this have come from? Who might it belong to? We will then have 

a history focus looking at past and present which will incorporate going on visits to see old buildings and finding out what sort of 

people would have lived there and learning about how they spent their lives. We will spend time role playing significant characters 

from our stories such as dragons, knights, kings and queens. 

Core texts/artefact/film       Provocation -Inspire, Immerse Role-play 

Sensory Learning experiences   

 

 

.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Super Starter 

Discovering a dragon’s egg!  

 

Marvellous Middle 

Lacock Abbey  

Avebury 

Melksham library (to find information 

books on castles)  

  

Celebration 

Visit to Chepstow Castle  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dragon’s vet surgery 

The children will help make the sick dragons feels better as they pretend to be a doctor in our Dragon Vet Surgery. They will 

be encouraged to answer the phone, make appointments and use the special dragon first aid kit to make sure the dragons feel 

better again. This will link to our key text ‘Zog’.  

 

Castle  

The children will help build a castle using a variety of different materials. They will be encouraged to think about the different 

parts of a castle for example the turrets, draw bridge, arrow, slits and a flag. Once it is built, they will pretend to live in the 

castle and be encouraged to talk about and act out all the things kings, queens and knights might get up to.  

 

Dragon’s Cave –   

 

Linked to key texts ‘The boy who grew dragons’, ‘Evidence of dragons’ and ‘George and the Dragon.’ 
The children will help to create a dragon’s cave where they will explore a variety of sensory experiences  

 

Key questions 

- How can we make the dragons better? What might make them feel better again? Why does the dragon need to be 

better?  

- How do you look after a dragon?  

- Who lives in the castle? What do we need to include on our castle? How can be build it? What happens in the castle?  

- Who built and lived in castles and why? How did they protect themselves from attack? 

- What is a medieval banquet? What did people eat? Who would be invited? What would happen in the Bailey? Who would 

work there? 

- Why were castles built on hills? 

 
Key vocabulary 

 

Nouns: Dragon, fire, pet, vets, plaster, bandages, bed, castle, dungeon, turrets, flag, arrow, arrow slits, towers, armour, knight, 

king, queen, prince, princess, past, present, moat, drawbridge, scales, moat 

Verbs: flying, breathing, checking, treating, calling, answering, designing, creating, building,  

Adjectives: poorly, clumsy, brave, old, new, ancient, magical, strong, royal, fiery, mighty, ferocious, monsterous  

 

Sensory Learning Experiences 

 

The children will be provided with many opporutnities to engage in sensory experiences that will:  

-Be engaging and fulfil hypo/hypersensitivity needs.  

-Explore a variety of substances like gloop, ice, jelly, rice, shaving foam. Ice, snow 

-Explore objects that might melt, set, float, sink, dissolve or explode.  

-Provoke and encourage communication that will support the sharing of experiences.  
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‘Zog’ by Julia Donaldson  

‘There was an old 

dragon who 

swallowed a 

knight’ by Penny 

Parker 

Klostermann  

A variety of information texts on castles.  

‘The boy who grew dragons’ 

by Andy Shepherd  

‘Evidence of 

dragons’ by Pie 

Corbett  

‘George and the 

Dragon by Chris 

Wormell 



 

 

 

English Maths Speech, Language and Communication  

Outcome of learning:  

To encourage the children to explore a range of texts and develop 

their interest in books and reading.  

To repeat words or phrases from familiar stories.   

To join in with repeated refrains and anticipating key events.  

Sometimes give meaning to the marks as they draw and paint.  

Use vocabulary and forms of speech that are increasingly 

influenced by their experiences of books.  

Show interest in illustrations and print in books and in the 

environment.  

Begin to know that information can be relayed in the form of print 

and know that print carries meaning.  

Describes main story settings, events principal characters. 

To use Talk4writing techniques to recite and remember parts of a 

story/text. 

To order events in a story and begin to make inferences about why 

a character might behave in the way they do. 

Key Skills: 

 Children will learn to:  

- Respond to texts by answering questions such as where 

is this? What is this? Who is this? What is he/she 

doing? Why do you think he she did? 

- Compose/ write simple sentences to describe a scene, 

character or event.  

- Remember a variety of key words linked to the story.  

- Talk about events in a story and link them to their own 

experiences.  

- Show interest in a story that is being read to them.  

- Make predictions about what will happen next.  

- Take information from a text and understand that this 

information has meaning.  

- To know that books are a source of information and can 

be used to find out about our interests 

- To know that there are different kinds of books e.g. 

fiction, non-fiction and poetry and that they have 

different purposes and audiences.  

- To write/ scribe descriptions of their dragons that are 

about to emerge from dragon eggs 

-  

Phonics 

In addition, children will be following daily focused learning 

programmes to develop basic reading and writing skills linked to 

individual targets. This includes daily Read Write Inc. sessions with 

mainstream children and incorporated into their Attention autism 

sessions. 

Outcome of learning:  

To sing songs and rhymes linked to numbers in order to show a 

response to counting and understand the order of numbers.  

To recognise big things and small things in meaningful contexts. 

To begin to make comparisons between quantities. 

To Use language for quantities e.g. more and a lot 

To use language of preposition e.g. over, under and up.  

To know that a group of things changes in quantity when 

something is added or taken away.  

 

Key Skills:  

Children will learn to:  

- Count with increasing confidence and recognise the 

numerals 1-5. Then moving on to numbers up to 20  

- Use language related to size and order objects by 

height and length. 

- Use language relating to preposition by listening to 

the instruction then following.  

- To communicate that a quantity has changed when an 

object is added or taken away. 

- Begin to talk about the properties of objects e.g how 

heavy, long, tall or wide something might be.  

- To begin to recognise place value in numbers beyond 

20 by reading, writing, counting and comparing 

numbers up to 100, supported by objects and 

pictoriql representations.  

- To recognise, find and name a half as 1 of 2 and a 

quarter as 1 of 4 equal parts of an object, shape or 

quantity 

- To recognise and name common 2-D and 3-D shapes, 

including: squares, circles and triangles, cubes, 

pyramids and spheres. Identify shapes in buildings 

old and new.   

 

In addition, children will be following daily focused learning 

programmes to develop basic maths skills linked to individual 

targets. 

 

Outcome of learning: 

To develop social communication and interaction skills to enable children to ask for 

help, indicate needs and identify and describe emotions.  

Key Skills:  

Children will learn to:  

- Identify action words 

- Understand who, what, where 

- Develop understanding of simple concepts e.g. old, new, before and after, 

young, old, now and next. Tomorrow and yesterday  

- Listen and respond to ideas expressed by others in conversation or 

discussion.  

- To use different types of everyday words (nouns, verbs and adjectives) 

- Begin to ask simple questions.  

- Begin to use more complex sentences to link thoughts e.g. ‘and, ‘because’ 

- Recall and relive past experiences. 

- how to greet someone appropriately focusing on their tone, language, 

proximity and facial expression 

- Use a wider range of vocabulary which are encouraged, modelled and 

supported by adults in all activities.  

- Use visual support cards effectively to make needs known in their 

Preferred way of communication  

 

ATTENTION AUTISM. 

 Attention Autism is an intervention designed by Gina Davies who is a Specialist 

Speech and Language Therapist. It aims to develop natural and spontaneous 

communication through visually based and highly motivating activities. The 

intervention has four stages which begin with the children learning to focus their 

attention for a short period of time with an end goal of the children being able to 

focus their attention for longer periods of time and transition to different areas of 

the classroom and still remain focused on the task set.  

 

In addition, children will be working on specific speech and language targets set by 

the Speech and Language therapist both in class and on a one to one basis 

throughout the week.   



 

Understanding of the world /Science/Geog/DT 

 
Physical development Expressive arts/design Personal, social and emotional development  

 Outcome of learning: 

- for some children to take part in weekly Forest School sessions.  

-Have an interest in the changes in environment that occur when the 

seasons change.  

-Communicate about significant events that are personal to them 

through drawing, painting and designing.  

- Show interest and enthusiasm for things outside home and school.  

- Develop and understanding of things changing over time.  

- Enjoy playing with small world models and show curiosity to how 

things work.  

- Show interest in different occupations and ways of life.  

-in pretend play, imitate their own everyday actions from their 

family and cultural backgrounds.  

-understand that other cultures celebrate in different ways and 

have different customs, beliefs and traditions – e.g. Chinese new 

year.  

Key Skills:  

Children will learn to:  

- Notice prominent features of an environment.  

-Comment and ask questions about aspects of their familiar world 

such as the place where they live or the natural world. 

-Can talk/communicate about some of the things they have observed 

such as plants, animals, natural and found objects.  

- communicate ways things may have changed over time.  

- Talk about things that have happened in the past or present linked 

to the way people live.   

- identify features that might have changed and explain why.  

-Make predictions, identify and describe materials and use 

appropriate materials to create dragon art and castle props.  

- be able to explain ways in which the New Year is celebrated in 

China and describe the story of the demon Nian and its significance. 

To be able to retell the new Year animal story and its significance 

with regards to the Chinese zodiac.  

Outcome of learning:  

-To have experienced a variety of physical 

activities including sensory circuits. 

- To take part in Yoga to help regulate emotions 

and reduce anxieties. 

- To move and climb with increased confidence. 

- To change for PE with increasing independence. 

 

Key Skills:  

Children will learn to:  

-Climb confidently and begin to pull themselves up 

on climbing equipment.  

-Jump off an object and land appropriately.  

-Be able to track and receive a ball.  

-Move freely and in different ways with pleasure 

and confidence such as walking, running, jumping 

and skipping.  

-Travel with confidence and skill around, under, 

over and through balancing and climbing 

equipment.  

 

 

 

 

 

Where appropriate, children will be encouraged to 

join their mainstream classes for PE sessions.  

 

Outcome of learning:  

-To take part in imaginative role-play with adult support 

where necessary.  

-design and build their own props for imaginative play that 

link to our stories and topic.  

-Look at the different textures in our natural environment 

and describe how they look and feel. 

- Create simple representations of people or objects linked 

to our topic.   

- Be exploratory when creating a piece of art by using 

different tools, colours and textures.  

-Enjoy playing alongside others who are interested in the 

same play and develop and act out a narrative.  

- Contribute to the making of a large scale class dragon 

 

Key Skills:  

Children will learn to:  

-explore media and materials with appropriate adult 

support.  

-begin to move to music, listen to or join in rhymes and 

songs.  

-  Begin to be interested in and describe different 

textures. 

- Use available resources to create props to support role 

play.  

- Experiment to create different textures.  

- explore what happens when we build stories through play 

or introduce a storyline or narrative into our play.  

 

Outcome of learning: 

-Continue to develop our skills of initiating games and 

having a preference to our preferred game.  

- Adults will continue to model these skills to the children 

to support them with the purpose that they will be able to 

engage in the game with less adult support.   

- Take part and play game games alongside others such as 

Farmers in the Den, Duck, duck, goose or variations of tag 

will be played.  

-Begin to understand the concept of now, next, wait and 

turn taking. These skills will also be supported with visual 

prompts.  

- Recognise different feelings with visual support and learn 

how we can support each other.  

- To notice our own voice and begin to understand how our 

actions have an impact on others.  

 

Key Skills:  

Children will learn to:  

- Share, take turns, wait, anticipate, negotiate, choose, 

initiate, to be able to win and lose. by participating in 

a variety of adult and child led games and activities 

that encourage these skills  

- Understand a range of emotions and be able to show 

them using different facial expressions such as 

pleasure, fear and excitement.   

- That own voice and actions have impact on others.  

Home School Links Play  
Weekly Home Learning: Please keep reading to your child.  It’s really important that they experience the rich 

language of story books that they are not able to read themselves yet.  Please find 5 minutes a day to listen to your 

child read a few pages of their reading book, practise their key words and letter sounds, counting and number skills.  

 

Children in Beehive 1 (Miss Taylor’s class) will have an activity box which they can take home and complete, return 

and then swop for another box. The activities support a range of skills including literacy and numeracy and develop 

fine motor skills. 

 

Children in Beehive 2 (Mrs Penfold’s class) will bring home learning books home on Friday to be returned to school 

the following Wednesday.  

 

PE: Children will participate in sensory circuits on Friday mornings so PE kit (T shirts, shorts and daps or trainers 

need to be kept in school) Swimming will continue on Tuesday afternoons for RB2.  Children in RB2 will also participate 

in riding lessons on Monday Afternoons will need to wear long trousers, wellies and waterproofs if wet.  

 

Please note that children in Beehive 2 will now be participating in PE lessons with their mainstream classes so 

will need PE kit in school for that. Please could they all have PE kit in school on Monday morning ready for the week 

ahead? 

Please ensure that all uniform is named so that we can ensure everyone has the right jumper, PE kit etc.   

The children will interact in a range of different play scenarios purposely set up. This will include parachute games, drama 

games and parallel play where adults will directly play with the same ‘toy’ alongside the children.   

 

Key Skills:  

The children will learn to:  

- Understand they have the ability to gain the attention of someone else.  

- Begin to feel that they can be listened to by other adults and children.  

- Understand ways to communicate politely.  

- Remembering key memories within the day and sharing with the rest of their friends and adults. 

- Sharing 

- Turn taking 

- Managing feelings   
 

 

 

Thank you all for your continued support. 
 

Please come and speak to us if you have any questions or concerns as our door is always open. Where possible, it is 

always much easier for us to find time to talk at the end of the day. 


